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Abstract

The behaviour of Primary Biological Aerosols (PBA) at an elevated, un-polluted North Amer-
ican forest site was studied using an Ultra Violet-Light Induced Fluorescence (UV-LIF) mea-
surement technique in conjunction with Hierarchical Agglomerative Cluster Analysis (HA-CA).
Contemporaneous UV-LIF measurements were made with two wide-band integrated bioaerosol5

spectrometers, WIBS-3 and WIBS-4, which sampled close to the forest floor and via a con-
tinuous vertical profiling system, respectively. Additionally, meteorological parameters were
recorded at various heights throughout the forest and used to estimate PBAP fluxes. HA-CA
using data from the two, physically-separated WIBS instruments independently yielded very
similar cluster solutions.10

All fluorescent clusters displayed a diurnal minimum at midday at the forest floor with max-
imum concentration occurring at night. Additionally, the number concentration of each fluores-
cent cluster was enhanced, to different degrees, during wet periods. A cluster that displayed the
greatest enhancement and highest concentration during sustained wet periods appears consistent
with behaviour reported for fungal spores. A cluster that appears to be behaviourally consistent15

with bacteria dominated during dry periods. Fluorescent particle concentrations were found to
be greater within the forest canopy than at the forest floor, indicating that the canopy was the
main source of these particles rather than the minimal surface vegetation, which appeared to
contribute little to overall PBA concentrations at this site.

Fluorescent particle concentration was positively correlated with relative humidity (RH), and20

parameterisations of the aerosol response during dry and wet periods are reported. The afore-
mentioned fungal spore-like cluster displayed a strong positive response to increasing RH. The
bacteria-like cluster responded more strongly to direct rain-fall events than other PBA types.
Peak concentrations of this cluster are shown to be linearly correlated to the log of peak rainfall
rates.25

Parallel studies by Huffman et al. (2013) and Prenni et al. (2013) showed that the fluorescent
particle concentrations correlated linearly with ice nuclei (IN) concentrations at this site dur-
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ing rain events. We discuss this result in conjunction with our cluster analysis to appraise the
candidate IN.

1 Introduction

Primary Biological Aerosols (PBA) are a diverse and complex classification of aerosols usually
defined as those aerosols that are directly introduced to the atmosphere in the condensed phase5

and are composed of both viable and non-viable classes of potentially regenerative biological
material (Després et al., 2012). PBA generally present varying concentrations depending on
biogeographical location, but on average represent only minor fractions (by number) of total
aerosols, other than in remote tropical rainforests or ecosystems not impacted by anthropogenic
pollution. Generic classes of PBA include: viruses (0.01–0.3 µm); bacteria and bacteria agglom-10

erates (0.1–10 µm); fungal and plant spores (1–30 µm); pollen (5–100 µm); and includes plant,
insect, and animal fragments as well as liquids and coatings co-emitted with many microor-
ganisms (Després et al., 2012; Elbert et al., 2007). The focus of the work presented here is
to provide a quantitative estimate of PBA number concentrations to the on-going discussions
regarding how much PBA indirectly influences regional hydrological cycles through aerosol15

cloud indirect effects. It has been shown that climatological factors, including temperature and
rainfall, play key roles in controlling the abundance of many PBA classes. Gange et al. (2011)
and Kauserud et al. (2010) used long term (> 50 yr) observational data sets to suggest that
fungal germination range and frequency, growth rates and host colonisation diversity has in-
creased in response to climate warming. Observations of bioaerosol emissions also have rel-20

evance for regenerative pathogen emission and dispersal of plant, animal and human disease
factors (Tack et al. , 2014). Jacobson and Streets (2009) used a global model with very detailed
bioaerosol emission processes to show that PBA such as terrestrial bacteria and spores (but
not pollen) are likely to increase in response to climate warming. However, diversity change
scenarios remain uncertain due to the limited biogeographical emission information for many25

PBA. Fröhlich-Nowoisky et al. (2012), for example, showed that geo-biodiversity distributions
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displayed a much lower proportion of Basidiomycota in marine environments compared to As-
comycota fungi in terrestrial forest systems than had been previously assumed.

A growing body of work has recently identified and quantified PBA in rainfall and in hail
while airborne studies have identified PBA in cloud ice crystal residuals collected in situ (Christ-
ner et al., 2008; Möhler et al., 2007; Pratt et al., 2009; Pope, 2010; DeMott et al., 2010; Levin5

et al., 2012; Šantl Temkiv et al., 2013; DeLeon-Rodriguez et al., 2013). Certain PBA have
been shown to act as highly efficient ice nuclei (IN) at relatively warm temperatures (e.g. Diehl
et al., 2001, 2002; Haga et al., 2013; Möhler et al., 2008a; Morris et al., 2004, 2013; Pummer
et al., 2013). However, based on the limited, currently available observations, bioaerosol con-
centrations are generally considered to be negligible contributors to ice formation processes at10

temperatures below −30 ◦C (Cziczo et al., 2013). Their role at warmer temperatures as IN in
mixed phase clouds and as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) for regional scale processes re-
mains to be fully quantified. Initial model studies have shown that the concentrations of PBA
are likely to be too low to influence net global cloud radiative impacts significantly (Hoose et al.,
2010; Sesartic et al., 2013), however their regional influence on clouds and precipitation may15

be significantly more important than estimated due to the initiation of secondary ice production
(Crawford et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2013; Pöschl et al., 2010). The recent aircraft study by
DeLeon-Rodriguez et al. (2013) also suggests that tropospheric microbiome concentrations are
likely underestimated in global and regional models and particularly when influenced by strong
convective uplift, as in the storm outflows they sampled. They also show that a large fraction of20

the PBA population detected at ∼ 6–8 km was dominated by bacteria and not fungal spores and
appeared to be derived from plant sources and not soil sources. Much of the current uncertainty
in the role bioaerosols play in the climate system is due to the lack of coherent, systematic
studies quantifying different bio-particle detection methodologies, particularly on timescales
relevant to the atmospheric boundary layer (see e.g. Jacobson and Streets, 2009). This has lead25

to poor quantification in both overall emission fluxes and in particular fluxes discriminated by
PBA type. There is also debate concerning the reliability of detection methodologies, suggesting
that conclusions, in many cases, can be biased by use of different procedures (Smith and Griffin,
2013). Responses to such criticisms usually focus on the heterogeneity in PBA sources that are
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difficult to capture using traditional bioaerosol sampling methods and the impact of different
meteorological factors in different bio-geographical environments. Whilst this is an on-going
area of debate and real-time discrimination and quantification remains a significant technical
problem, investigations continue to elucidate possible feedback pathways to inform model sen-
sitivity studies for regional and global models that now include PBA emissions (Després et al.,5

2012; Forster et al., 2007; Heald and Spracklen, 2009; Hummel et al., 2014; Matthias-Maser
and Jaenicke, 1995; Jacobson and Streets, 2009). Various studies have emphasised that PBA
may play key roles in the evolution of unperturbed tropical rainforests and their associated
ecosystems (Prenni et al., 2009; Pöschl et al., 2010; Pöhlker et al., 2012), but it is only recently
that studies have suggested a similar importance for maintenance of boreal and semi-arid forest10

ecosystems where deforestation susceptibility may impact regional sources of CCN and IN and
hence precipitation patterns in a warming climate (Morris et al., 2014).

As part of this study we report on observations of fluorescent particle concentrations made
during a field campaign in an elevated forest in a rural, semi-arid region of Colorado using
a portable, continuous multi-wavelength, UV-Light Induced Fluorescence (UV-LIF) aerosol15

spectrometer. By using a Hierarchical Agglomerative Cluster Analysis approach (Robinson
et al., 2013) we are able to statistically discriminate between different clusters of observed
particles, showing their different diurnal cycles and vertical concentration profiles below and
within the forest canopy. We analysed the response of the different clusters to meteorological
factors, focusing on rainfall and relative humidity. Here we present parameterisations of rainfall20

and RH induced concentration enhancements for those particle clusters most affected by these
processes and discuss these observations with respect to contemporaneous observations of IN
concentrations reported recently for the same study (Huffman et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013;
Tobo et al., 2013).

2 The regional BEACHON-RoMBAS experiment25

The western United States of America has experienced a significant reduction in precipita-
tion over the last half century, which some have attributed to increased anthropogenic activi-
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ties (Barnett et al., 2008). It is therefore important to quantify our understanding of aerosol-
cloud feedback sensitivity to both natural biogenic and anthropogenic mechanisms influenc-
ing the evolution of long-term hydrological cycles in this region. One project designed to
investigate these processes was the Bio-hydro-atmosphere interactions of Energy, Aerosols,
Carbon, H2O, Organics and Nitrogen – Rocky Mountain Biogenic Aerosol Study project5

(BEACHON-RoMBAS) sponsored by the US National Centre for Atmospheric Research. The
project took place between 20 June 2011 and 23 July 2011 in the Manitou Experimental
Forest Observatory (MEFO), located 35 km northwest of Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA
(Kim et al., 2010; Ortega et al., 2014). The measurement site is located in a rural, montane
ponderosa pine forest located at an elevation between 2286 and 2370m and centered at lat-10

itude 39◦06′02′′N, and longitude 105◦06′05′′W. Full details of the experimental infrastruc-
ture and background climatology can be found at http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/wiki/
index.php/BEACHON-RoMBAS; http://web3.acd.ucar.edu/beachon/ and other references that
are part of this Special Issue. The study location is considered representative of the semi-arid
forest regions of the western USA. Key aims of the experiment were to assess the importance of15

these forests as sources of primary biological aerosol and secondary organic aerosol (SOA), and
their potential influence on processes linked to the regional hydrological cycle and ecosystem
maintenance. All times are reported in Mountain Standard Time (MST).

2.1 Experiment site description

Sampling was conducted at two sites; the Tower A (“chemistry tower”) site was located at20

39◦6′3.65′′N, 105◦6′10.30′′W, and the Tower B (“micrometeorological tower”) site was located
approximately 300m away at 39◦6′6.24′′N, 105◦6′16.18′′W. Access to the sites and internal
dirt road was restricted and carefully monitored to avoid contamination issues. A description of
the sites and the main aerosol instrumentation employed can be found in Ortega et al. (2014) and
Huffman et al. (2013), and the supplementary material therein. In this paper we will focus on25

the behaviour of UV-fluorescent particles, which are inferred to be mainly biological in origin,
as a function of height within the forest and in response to meteorological factors.
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Single particle UV-light induced fluorescence (UV-LIF) signatures were determined using
two Wideband Integrated Bioaerosol Spectrometers (WIBS, Kaye et al., 2005), an early gen-
eration (WIBS-3) and an improved version (WIBS-4). The differences between the two instru-
ments are described in detail below and by Robinson et al. (2013). Collocated with the NCAR
turbulence, radiation and rainfall profile system the WIBS-3 was located next to Tower B. It5

sampled air continuously at 1.3m above the forest floor via a 0.5m vertical length stainless
steel inlet (outer diam. 0.25′′) which was protected by a rain shroud. Data from the WIBS-3 was
used as the surface reference data for measurements made by the WIBS-4 using an identical
inlet and to allow comparison with earlier WIBS-3 data sets which have been reported from
other forest ecosystems, e.g. Gabey et al. (2010). WIBS-4 was used to conduct periodic vertical10

profile measurements at Tower A (see below). Meteorological measurements were also made of
temperature and relative humidity (Rotronics HMP-100), solar radiation (long and short-wave,
Kipp and Zonen), wind speed, direction and turbulence (Gill Solent UK, sonic anemometer).
We have also used the NCAR core meteorological and turbulence profile data sets from Towers
A and B for consistency with other published data sets from this project.15

At tower A the WIBS-4 was installed together with temperature and relative humidity sensors
(Rotronics HMP-100) in an enclosure, together with a total aerosol counter (GRIMM Model
1.108, particle diameter detection range, 0.5<Dp < 20 µm). The latter was used to quality
control the total aerosol concentrations reported by the WIBS-4. The inlet configuration for
both instruments was the same. The instrument enclosure was then automatically raised and20

lowered by a programmable, computer-controlled winch between heights of 3m and 20m up
the side of the tower, providing measurements below, within, and above the average ∼ 10–
20m tree canopy. Ascending profiles paused regularly at eight stages and took typically 45 min.
Descending profiles were continuous and took approximately 3 min. Depending on reported
real-time results the WIBS-4 was occasionally left at fixed heights for periods up to 2.5 h for25

more detailed investigations. The ponderosa pine forest had a canopy height of 19m and a leaf
area index (LAI) = 1.9. The forest presented minimal undergrowth, is influenced predominately
by southwest, unpolluted air masses and rarely impacted by air masses influenced by anthro-
pogenic emissions (Kim et al., 2010; Ortega et al., 2014). The lack of extensive undergrowth
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at the site should be noted as this is important for the interpretation of the cluster solutions
presented below as well as the vertical UV-LIF particle concentration profiles observed.

2.2 WIBS UV-LIF instrumentation

A full technical description of the original WIBS measurement principles and its development
is described by Kaye et al. (2005); Foot et al. (2008); Gabey (2011) and Stanley et al. (2011). In5

the WIBS-3 instrument used here ambient air is sampled at typically 2.38Lmin−1 with 10 % of
the total as aerosol flow drawn through a 1.2mm (inner diam.) tube to generate a single in-line
aerosol beam intersecting a well-defined optical sensing region. The WIBS-4 used in this case
sampled 1Lmin−1 of the 2.38Lmin−1 total flow. The remainder of the flow is filtered and
used as a sheath flow to stabilize the aerosol beam and minimise possible detrainment contami-10

nation of the optical surfaces within the scattering chamber. Single particles passing through the
sensing region intercept a 635 nm diode laser beam, and the elastically scattered forward and
sideways intensity is measured. A lookup table based on a standard Mie scattering model (Kaye
et al., 2005) is used to convert the forward to side-scatter intensity ratio to optical diameter
based on the instrument’s response to NIST calibration polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres.15

The WIBS-3 and WIBS-4 utilize a quadrant detector to measure the scattered intensity. The
signal from each component quadrant is used to calculate an “average” optical diameter over the
four scattering solid angles. In addition the standard deviation between the four signal intensities
is used to provide a particle asymmetry factor (Af ) as a proxy of particle morphology. Af is
reported in arbitrary units (a.u) and is based on measurements with calibration particles with20

different aspect ratios. Af ranges between 8–10 for near spherical particle and 80–100 for a rod-
or fibre-like particles. The detectable particle “average optical diameter” range for WIBS-3 is
0.5 <Do < 20 µm, with a 50 % detection at Dp50 0.8 µm (Gabey, 2011). The WIBS size range
is optimised to sample most airborne bacteria and fungal spores, but only very small pollen. For
example, typical geometric mean diameters (GMD) for fungal spores are usually reported to be25

several microns in diameter, e.g. Aspergillus versicolor and Cladosporium cladosporioides were
reported to be 2.26±0.17 µm, and 2.62±0.12 µm respectively (Jung et al., 2009). The WIBS-4
version of the instrument is also capable of being operated in a different threshold and detector
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amplification mode in order to size larger particles, but this option was not used here. Following
initial particle detection and sizing, two optically filtered Xenon flash-lamps are sequentially
triggered providing excitation wavelengths centered at 280± 10 nm and 370± 20 nm with an
impinging energy density ranging from 320–350 µJcm−2. In WIBS-3 two spherical mirrors,
each subtending 1.33 steradians, each focus part of the fluorescence emission onto one of two5

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) that are optically filtered to limit wavelength response to one
of two bands that do not overlap the excitation emission, 320–400nm and 410–650nm. In
WIBS-4, the fluorescence emission is collected by both mirrors and split into two channels
using a dichroic filter at 410nm before being measured by two PMTs. This results in greater
sensitivity compared to the WIBS-3.10

Both PMTs record fluorescence during the 280nm excitation phase because no detection
bands overlap the excitation band, however only the 410–650 nm PMT detector is active dur-
ing the 350 nm excitation. In subsequent discussions herein the three fluorescent channels will
be referred to as FL1 (fluorescence between 300 and 400nm, following excitation at 280 nm),
FL2 (fluorescence between 410 and 650 nm, following 280nm excitation) and FL3 (fluores-15

cence between 410 and 650 nm, following excitation at 370 nm). The autofluorescence arising
from the 280 nm excitation in biological material is influenced heavily by proteins and the bio-
molecule tryptophan, whereas fluorescence from 370nm excitation is influenced by riboflavin
and co-enzyme NAD(P)H, (Benson et al., 1979; Billinton and Knight, 2001; Kaye et al., 2005;
Li and Humphrey, 1991; Foot et al., 2008). However, fluorescence emission spectra are inher-20

ently broad, and interrogating complex microorganisms and micron-sized particles results in
a complex mixture of fluorescence emission peaks from many fluorophores that can be diffi-
cult to interpret unambiguously (Pöhlker et al., 2013). Further, some types of non-biological
material (e.g. certain polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and light-absorbing SOA compounds)
can fluoresce at wavelengths used by the UV-LIF instruments including WIBS, introducing25

interference and uncertainty (Gabey et al., 2013; Pöhlker et al., 2013). These interferences,
however, can be mitigated in measurement locations that are not heavily impacted by pollution
sources and where biofluorescent particles are expected to dominate. The advantage of a multi-
wavelength UV-LIF approach compared to single wavelength fluorescence spectrometers was
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demonstrated by Hill et al. (1999) who found that the fluorescence spectra of bacillus sub-
tilis var niger (BG) vegetative cells are distinguishable from those of fungal spores following
a 351 nm excitation, but not using single wavelength (266nm) excitation. The opposite was
found for washed and unwashed vegetative cells. Sivaprakasam et al. (2004) e.g. excited parti-
cles at 266 nm and 355 nm and measured their total fluorescent intensity in wavebands centred5

at 350, 450 and 550 nm. They concluded that some differentiation between bioaerosol types
(although not at the species level) can be possible with multiple excitations. More detailed work
suggests a minimum of 8–10 fluorescent wavebands are required to distinguish e.g. between
specific spore and bacterial types (e.g. NATO, 2010). Laboratory experiments cited in the above
references suggest the WIBS wavelength band resolution would be insufficient to distinguish10

between either the change in UV fluorescence waveband as a result of atmospheric oxidation of
PBA, desiccation of fungal spores, or due to an increase in size due to water uptake (Santarpia
et al., 2012). WIBS therefore represents a compromise, but is still a significant improvement on
existing field deployable single waveband UV-LIF aerosol spectrometers that have been used in
previous studies.15

It should be emphasized that the main difference between the WIBS-3 and WIBS-4 instru-
ments is in the optical chamber design and disposition of the detector wavelength bands in each,
with WIBS-4 fluorescence detection expected to be more sensitive than WIBS-3. The impact
this may have on the fluorescence analysis presented here and how the two instruments should
be compared will be mentioned further below but is discussed in greater detail by Robinson20

et al. (2013).

3 Data quality control and analysis

Because the particle collection efficiency of the WIBS drops below 50 % at ∼ 0.8 µm, we have
chosen to integrate number concentrations of particles> 0.8 µm rather than apply a correction
factor to the concentrations below this size. During standard operation, the xenon flash lamps25

fire only when triggered by an incoming particle. The background fluorescence levels in both
WIBS were routinely measured in each fluorescence channel in the absence of particles (i.e.
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forced triggering). The WIBS-4 instrument automatically makes 10 such measurements if mea-
sured concentrations are lower than 2 counts s−1 for a sustained period of time, on the basis
that the coincidence of a forced trigger measurement with a particle in the measurement region
is small. These forced trigger data are interpolated over the duration of the experiment to pro-
vide a fluorescence baseline for each fluorescence channel, which is subtracted from the single5

particle fluorescence measurements. It also allows the construction of a fluorescence threshold
for each channel, above which a particle is deemed to be significantly fluorescent, defined as
the fluorescence baseline plus three standard deviations. Size and fluorescence calibration re-
sponses for each instrument was carried out using NIST PSL latex standard particles and “blue”
UV-fluorescence particles (Thermo Scientific, USA and PolyScience Inc., USA, respectively),10

as described by Robinson et al. (2013). The small negative baseline trends calculated for each
channel, which can vary between instruments, were also used to correct the fluorescence criteria
thresholds for each instrument.

Data collected during the BEACHON-RoMBAS study showed excellent agreement between
the WIBS-3 and WIBS-4 fluorescence aerosol concentrations despite the instruments being sep-15

arated horizontally by 300m within the forest (Robinson et al., 2013). The instrument agree-
ment in particle size was also within the laboratory derived sizing accuracies supporting the
cluster analysis approach we use to discriminate between different particle types at the two lo-
cations (see below). Correlation of total particle concentrations between the WIBS-4 and a co-
located optical particle counter (OPC; Grimm Instruments, Model 1.108, Germany) showed20

good agreement. Concentration values below 1000L−1 are linearly correlated between instru-
ments (NWIBS-4 = 1.05 ·NGRIMM +3.5, r2 = 0.77). The undercounting of WIBS total concen-
tration with respect to the OPC may indicate particle coincidence in the WIBS at higher con-
centrations. Average concentrations at this site were however low, typically< 50 to 200L−1

so in general this was not deemed to be an issue. Concentrations were briefly observed above25

1000L−1 (i.e. during rain events) and therefore we suspect WIBS may underestimate slightly
total particle concentrations during these events. The fixed height reference WIBS-3 was oper-
ated continuously between 21 July and 8 August 2011, with the exception of brief, occasional
lightning-induced power outages.
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4 Analysis and results

4.1 Meteorological factors

Figure 1 is a summary of the meteorological factors that prevailed during the experiment show-
ing the average diurnal cycles in temperature (◦C), relative humidity (RH) (%) and wind speed
(ms−1), recorded at the 2m elevation alongside the WIBS-3. Median temperatures ranged from5

nocturnal minima of 9–10 ◦C to afternoon maxima of 26 ◦C. RH ranged from daytime values
of 25 % to night-time values of 86 %. Wind speeds were very low beneath the canopy, ranging
from 0.6ms−1 during nocturnal periods to 1.1ms−1 during the daytime. Greater variability in
RH and net radiation during the afternoons was the result of periodic thundershowers, caused
by cloud cover and increased moisture following rain (see also Schumacher et al., 2013). Most10

rainfall events occurred during the afternoon.
Figure 2 shows the time series of total particle number concentrations measured by the WIBS-

3 (L−1) as well as the concentrations of particles (L−1) detected in each of the UV fluorescent
channels (FL1–3) over the major part of the experiment. Strong diurnal variation in all channels
was observed, modulated by boundary layer stability and rainfall. Typical average diurnal total15

aerosol concentrations, NT, ranged from daytime minima of 50–100L−1, to night-time maxima
of 200–300L−1. As described by Huffman et al. (2013), the large excursions in aerosol con-
centrations, sometimes exceeding 800L−1, were strongly correlated with rainfall events, which
could exceed 40mmh−1 and occurred mainly during the afternoon and evening periods. These
large enhancements in concentrations were observed within all the fluorescent channels. Huff-20

man et al. (2013) and Schumacher et al. (2013) each categorized PBA data from the site into
three categories with respect to rain (“dry”, “during rain”, and “after rain”), each with distinct
aerosol properties. However, because the boundary between rain events and the high RH peri-
ods that followed is difficult to unambiguously ascertain, we have chosen here to simplify this
classification into two categories (“dry” and “wet”) for interpretation of the general fluorescent25

particle behaviour. We define wet periods as the time from when rain-fall was first detected until
6 h after rain had stopped, and dry periods as all other times. These events will be discussed fur-
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ther below with respect to the rainfall-induced variation in fluorescent cluster analysis derived
concentrations and their parameterisation.

5 Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis

UV-LIF is not capable of identifying biological particles at a biological genus or species level,
however, broad identification may be possible by referencing laboratory UV-fluorescence be-5

haviour of known particle types in the future. Work to confirm the UV-LIF response by WIBS
to many different biological and non-biological particles continues. Previous approaches have
used normalised combinatorial ratios of FL1, FL2 and FL3 intensities (e.g. Gabey et al., 2010;
Gabey, 2011, and references cited within) where very different UV responses for different
generic PBA classes were observed. However, to allow us to interpret the multi-dimensional10

single-particle WIBS data sets in a more rigorous statistical manner, and without any a priori
particle type assignment, we have used a hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis technique
to statistically segregate physically distinct particle types constrained solely by the instrument
diagnostic variable space.

Details of this HA-CA analysis technique, the cluster selection criteria used, how it can be15

applied to WIBS UV-LIF data sets, and a demonstration of its accuracy and limitations in dis-
criminating a priori particle types can be found in Robinson et al. (2013). They also present an
analysis of the differences between the two WIBS instruments used here also using data col-
lected during the BEACHON experiment. They show clearly that a relatively larger number of
physically different particle clusters could be identified within the WIBS-4 dataset compared to20

that from the WIBS-3. The improved discrimination power of the WIBS-4, they concluded, was
due to its revised chamber design and different optical filters used for the detection wavebands
compared to WIBS-3. In summary, for this BEACHON data set we were able to identify six
statistically robust particle classes with the WIBS-4 compared to four with the WIBS-3 using
the strict selection criteria based on the cluster coefficient of determination and the average25

root mean square distance between the clusters. The WIBS-3 data set tended to conflate some
clusters, although the final generic clusters were still internally consistent and conserved be-
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tween both instruments, as was also clearly demonstrated by Robinson et al. (2013). The four
statistically distinct major cluster solutions identified in the WIBS-3 data set are summarised
for a typical period in Table 1 along with those contemporaneously sampled and identified by
WIBS-4 (when WIBS-4 was located at the same height as the WIBS-3). Values are shown with
associated variability (standard deviation) of each metric. The low relative variability of the5

fluorescence signals and Af reflects that the variability of these values within each cluster is rel-
atively small, whereas the relative variability of particle size within each cluster is larger. This
suggests that fluorescence and morphological characteristics are more conserved by a clustered
group of particles, while a relatively broader distribution of particles can show the same non-size
related characteristics. The cluster solutions will be referred to as clusters A3-D3, and A4-D410

in subsequent discussions, where the subscript refers to the WIBS model number. Here cluster
A3 appears to be a conflation of clusters A4,1 and A4,2. Similarly Cluster B3 appears to be
a conflation of clusters B4,1 and B4,2 as described by Robinson et al. (2013). The HA-CA clus-
ter solutions were then used to re-construct quantitative cluster concentration time series using
the population-normalised distance simple attribution method. The behaviour of each cluster15

time series was then examined for its individual response to meteorological factors. A brief
description of the clusters follows.

Clusters A3, A4,1 and A4,2 are abundant, non-fluorescent, small in diameter and have a low
asymmetry factor indicating that they are quasi-spherical in nature. We assign these clusters to
be representative of the tail end of the ambient aerosol accumulation mode, and as such are20

assumed to be comprised of several sources (e.g. secondary organic aerosol). These are the only
distinctly non-fluorescent clusters retrieved by the analysis.

The remaining clusters each display significant fluorescence in at least one detection channel
and are of the order of several microns in particle diameter. They also feature relatively large
asymmetry factors, indicative of significantly particle asphericity. As such, we classify these25

clusters as being representative of classes of fluorescent PBA, however, there currently exists
no suitable reference library to positively identify them into taxonomic classes as yet. We have
identified clusters B3 and B4,1&2 to be behaviourally consistent with fungal spores, and clus-
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ters C3 and C4 to be behaviouraly consistent with bacterial aerosol, which is discussed in detail
in later sections.

For the purposes of this analysis we will focus on the four-cluster WIBS-3 solutions, as in
the previous work by Robinson et al. (2013), when discussing the surface reference data sets.
This is to provide consistency when comparing between the two instruments and their different5

sampling locations in the forest, as well as with data sets previously collected at different forest
locations using different WIBS instruments as well as for future reference with improved UV-
LIF instruments. When considering the more detailed vertical profile data from WIBS-4 we
will refer to the six-cluster solutions as appropriate. Table 1 summarises the typical average
concentrations for each of the FL1-3 channels, as well as values for Do and Af associated with10

each of the cluster solutions.
In order to sensibly interpret the cluster time series and their likely behaviour it is prudent

to know what PBA types are likely to occur at the site. Several different PBA species were
previously observed at this site using fluorescence scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
DNA analysis of filter samples performed as part of this project and described in Huffman et al.15

(2013) and Prenni et al. (2013), though characterization of PBA classes was not intended to be
comprehensive. Examples of identified groups include: Bacteria – Proteobacteria, Actinobac-
teria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Enterobacteriaceae and Pseudomonadaceae; Fungal spores –
Basidiomycota (club fungi), Ascomycota (sac fungi), and smut fungi. We defer to these pre-
vious studies and infer what a particular fluorescent PBA cluster may be comprised of based20

on the knowledge of how these PBA types are known to respond to meteorological parame-
ters. Further investigation of the fluorescent characteristics of PBA classes is recommended to
validate cluster assignments.

5.1 Non-fluorescent particle cluster behaviour

Cluster A3 is comprised of nearly spherical, non-fluorescent particles with mean diameter25

1.6 µm and dominates the aerosol population. It is consistent with the tail of the expected sub-
2 µm non-biological accumulation mode aerosol population measured at this site with other
instruments. Inspection of the “dry” periods only, shows that these exhibit typically higher con-
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centrations during the night with a minimum during the day (Fig. 3). Typical median concen-
trations ranged from N ∼ 250L−1 at night with a minimum of 150L−1 around midday. The
largest variations in concentration occurred between midnight and early morning with hourly
peak concentrations (5 to 95th percentile) occasionally exceeding N ∼ 700L−1. This behaviour
is broadly consistent with submicron organic aerosol (OA) observations during the same time5

period (Ortega et al., 2014) and is consistent with stable nocturnal boundary layer enhancement
of accumulation mode particulate concentrations, facilitated by light nocturnal winds, which
is then followed by a reduction in concentrations due to turbulent dispersion and mixing dur-
ing the daytime. During “wet” conditions the picture is less consistent, with concentrations
being modulated both by rain scavenging and mechanically generated emissions arising from10

kinetic energy input from impacting raindrops during rain events. However, the cluster still
shows a minimum during the middle of the day and, as a result, the average range in peak con-
centrations is significantly reduced over the period from midnight to early morning compared
to the same period under dry conditions.

5.2 Fluorescent particle cluster behaviour15

The diurnal variations of the “bio”-fluorescent particle clusters are considered next. For both
wet and dry cases the number concentrations of cluster B3 display a strong diurnal signature
with maxima occurring at night, and minima around midday (Fig. 4). During the wet periods
there is a large nocturnal concentration enhancement which remains consistently high through-
out the night and into the early morning, with median concentrations around N ∼ 20–30L−1,20

but with significantly larger variations than the dry period with average peak concentrations
exceeding N ∼ 60L−1. The greater night-time concentrations of cluster B3 during wet periods
are consistent with previous suggestions that PBA released during and after rain remain aloft
for many hours (Huffman et al., 2013). Fluorescent particles on average exhibited significantly
larger Af values (more aspherical) than the smaller non-fluorescent particles. This may be due25

to a limitation arising as a result of the minimum size resolution of the instrument and the in-
herent uncertainties associated with the Mie solutions relating particle scattering cross section
to particle size in this size range. However the analysis by Robinson et al. (2013), suggests this
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observed change in Af is still statistically significant when compared to the WIBS response to
spherical calibration particles.

Similar to cluster B3, the dry condition maximum in number concentration of cluster C3 oc-
curred around midnight, with a minimum at noon, Fig. 5. This may suggest a sensitivity to UV
radiation. Cazorla et al. (2003) showed the colony forming units of P. syringae to be significantly5

reduced after 4 hours exposure to UV radiation. As this cluster is likely to be bacterial in nature
(as discussed later) this may explain the minimum. Concentrations ranged from N ∼ 5–10L−1,
and were significantly higher than observed for cluster B3. The largest variation in concen-
trations during dry periods also occurred during midnight to early morning periods with peak
concentrations exceeding N ∼ 30L−1. During wet periods this diurnal behaviour exhibits sig-10

nificantly increased concentrations and larger variability during the late afternoon and evening
periods (peaks ranging from N ∼ 40–60L−1 typically) when most rain events occurred.

The diurnal cycle of cluster D3 is shown in Fig. 6. These particles were the largest in physical
size, with mean cluster diameter of Do = 4.4± 1.6 µm. Both the dry and wet periods showed
a strong diurnal variation displaying a typical nocturnal maxima and a minimum during the day15

with concentrations ranging from N < 1 to 10L−1, however the concentration of particles in
D3 were higher during wet periods.

The relative contribution of fluorescent particles (B3+C3+D3) to the total (fluorescent +
non-fluorescent) aerosol population was 5.8 % during the dry periods and 15.2 % (∼ 3× larger)
during wet periods, consistent with previous observations from the study of dramatic increases20

in bioparticle concentrations during rain (Huffman et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013). A break-
down of the individual percentage cluster contributions to the total fluorescent particle popu-
lation for both the dry and wet periods was investigated (Fig. 7). The relative contribution of
B3 and C3 showed contrasting trends between dry and wet periods, with B3 accounting for
37 % in dry and 54 % in wet periods, respectively, and C3 accounting for 49 % in dry and 35 %25

in wet periods, respectively. The relative proportion of D3 to total fluorescent particles was
relatively unchanged (14 % to 11 %), despite a significant increase in total fluorescent particle
concentration during rain.
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5.3 General behaviour of fluorescent PBA with height in the forest canopy

The average concentration of each fluorescent cluster is dependent on many factors. Figure 8
shows the response of each cluster, segregated by height, by wetness, and by time of day. Day
and night period definitions used here were determined using the observed diurnal net radi-
ation profiles. In all cases it was observed that the number concentration of particles in flu-5

orescent clusters was the greatest at night (darker colours of green and brown), with further
enhancement during wet periods (hatched). In addition, the in-canopy (green) concentrations
were larger than those observed at ground level (brown), an important point. This suggests that
the largest source of these emitted bioaerosol is tree foliage and trunk surfaces rather than from
sources at the ground. This contrasts with limited studies in tropical rain forests using micro-10

scopic assay techniques, e.g. Gilbert and Reynolds (2005) who found greater spore densities
in the understory of a tropical forest than in the canopy. During the day the greatest number
concentrations of fluorescent particles were generally observed during wet periods, with the
exception of cluster C4, which suffers a slight reduction from wet to dry during the day. This
behaviour may be attributed to the site predominantly being comprised of Ponderosa Pine (60 %15

coverage, leaf area index = 1.9) with minimal undergrowth (DiGangi et al., 2011), as opposed
to tropical forests with lush undergrowth. Similarly the non-fluorescent aerosol concentration
is the greatest at night, however in contrast to trends in fluorescent particles, concentrations of
non-fluorescent particles were significantly enhanced during dry periods (solid bars) compared
with wet periods (hatched bars), by factors of ∼ 50–90 %. This suggests that there are signifi-20

cant losses of non-fluorescent particles due to wet deposition, with the greatest losses observed
within the canopy.

The extent of the vertical diurnal variation in particle concentration and wet enhancement
can further be seen in Fig. 9. The concentration of cluster B4,1 shows enhancement in the
canopy (10–20m) at night during wet periods with even stronger enhancement at ground level.25

In contrast, cluster C4 shows enhancement in concentration within the mid-to-lower canopy
(7.5–15m) during wet periods between 16:00 and 00:00 LT.
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6 Response of fluorescent particle clusters to meteorological parameters

6.1 Relative Humidity

Concentration of fluorescent particles shows a positive correlation with RH when averaged over
the full measurement period (Fig. 10). The relationship can be expressed linearly in log-log
space for both the dry and wet case. It is necessary to use two fits for the wet case as there is a5

significant enhancement in number concentration at RH ≥ 70%:

log10(Fltot(dry)) = 0.57885 · log10(RH)+0.91028 (1)

log10(Fltot(wet)) =

{
0.42756 · log10(RH)+1.0962, RH < 70%

1.8174 · log10(RH)− 1.4548, RH ≥ 70%
(2)

Without simultaneous multi-height measurements it is not possible to unambiguously assign10

the source of these particles, i.e. whether they result from raindrop splashing from the top layer
in the canopy, or are being carried down in the rain itself, or both. Figure 11 shows the response
of the WIBS-3 resolved fluorescent clusters, B3−D3, to changes in relative humidity (RH) for
dry periods. The right panel shows the ratio of the cluster D3 concentration to Fltot where it can
be seen that these account for 2–3 % of the total fluorescent number concentration for RH over15

the range 0–40 %. At higher RH values this increases slightly to a median of 3–4 %. Generally
speaking, concentrations of cluster D3 showed only a small response during “dry” periods (as
defined here) to the diurnal change in RH. There is a slight suppression in the observed ratio
at the highest RH, possibly due to dew formation trapping the particles as reviewed by Jones
and Harrison (2004) and also observed at the MEFO site by Schumacher et al. (2013). The20

middle panel shows the ratio of cluster C3 to Fltot, where C3 comprises approximately 7 % of
all fluorescent particles and exhibits a sharp decrease to a few percent at the highest observed
RH. The left panel shows the ratio of cluster B3 to Fltot which shows a much greater response
to changes in RH than the other biological clusters. For RH values up to ∼ 35%, B3 accounts
for 3–5 % of all the fluorescent material detected. For RH> 35% this increases to 6–12 % with25
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a further increase to 20 % at the highest observed humidity. The relationship between the ratio of
the dry B3 cluster concentration to the total fluorescent concentration and RH can be expressed
with two linear fits in log-log space:

log10(B3/F ltot(dry)) =

{
0.55191 · log10(RH)− 2.0847, RH < 90%

18.169 · log10(RH)− 36.415, RH ≥ 90%
(3)

5

Figure 12 shows the RH response of each cluster under wet conditions. Cluster D3 is not
significantly more sensitive to changes in RH compared to the “dry” condition data set (right
panel), with between 3–6 % of the total fluorescent material being assigned to this cluster across
the range of observed RH, a slight increase over the dry case. Cluster C3 again displays very
little variation in their contribution to the fraction of fluorescent material, making up approxi-10

mately 10 % of the total fluorescent aerosol observed. This is slightly more than in the dry case.
Similar to the dry case there is a reduction in their fractional contribution at the very highest
humidity, which is interesting. Cluster B3 displays a strong response to increase in RH partic-
ularly under wet conditions (Fig. 12, left panel). For RH< 40%, B3 contributes up to 10 % of
the fluorescent material. For RH’s of between 40 to 90 %, these aerosols make up between 1015

to 25 % of the fluorescent particles. This increases to 60 % for the very highest RH’s observed.
The relationship between the ratio of the wet B3 cluster concentration to the total fluorescent
concentration and RH can be expressed with two linear fits in log-log space:

log10(B3/Fltot(wet)) =

{
0.87882 · log10(RH)− 2.3981, RH < 88.8%

8.2562 · log10(RH)− 16.701, RH ≥ 88.8%
(4)

20

Figure 13 shows the response of B3 number concentration to RH for a typical dry day, start-
ing from the midday minimum where the effect of a minimum threshold RH can clearly be
seen; there is a sharp increase in number concentration at 20:00 when RH sharply increases
above ∼ 60%. B3 particle number concentration decreases again dramatically when RH de-
creases below approximately 40 % (08:30). Relative humidity has been demonstrated to be re-25

lated the emission of fungal spores by several studies with Hirst (1953) first noting the direct
20



relationship between Basidiomycota fungal spore release and RH. Later, Pringle et al. (2005);
Elbert et al. (2007) demonstrated that Basidiomycota actively eject spores and that the mech-
anism was controlled directly by response to ambient relative humidity. Gabey et al. (2010)
also suggested rapid release of fungal spores when RH thresholds were reached in a tropical
forest in Malaysia. Similarly, multiple recent publications have suggested that diurnal patterns5

of fluorescent particle concentrations were regulated active emission of fungal spores due to
the night time enhancement of RH (e.g. Huffman et al., 2013; Pöschl et al., 2010; Schumacher
et al., 2013; Toprak and Schnaiter, 2013). Basidiomycota spores have also been identified at the
MEFO site during measurements collected in parallel with the study reported here (Huffman
et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013). As such we suggest that cluster B3 is likely representative of10

fungal spores.

6.2 Effects of rainfall events on PBA concentrations

Rain fall can significantly alter the concentration of PBA within plant canopies by means of
mechanical agitation and through enhancement of RH. Enhancement, by splash dispersal of
spores and bacteria was first demonstrated over a century ago by Miquel (1883) and many fol-15

lowing studies showed various other PBA types to be dispersed by rain fall (Faulwetter, 1917;
Stepanov, 1935; Glynne, 1953; Hirst, 1953). Gregory et al. (1959) suggested that primary splash
of a rain drop of 0.5>Dp > 5mm could disperse thousands of spore carrying droplets and
secondary splashes may also contribute further. Hirst (1953) suggested that increased moisture
associated with rain fall may also provide stimulation for active discharge mechanism in some20

fungal species. Figure 14 shows the response of the particle size distributions and concentration
to rain fall of the three fluorescent WIBS-3 clusters for several different rain events of different
intensities. Cluster C3 shows a strong instantaneous response to rain fall over three separate rain
events with peak concentrations occurring just after peak rainfall which then undergo an expo-
nential decay. Cluster D3 also shows a positive response to rainfall but to a much lesser extent25

than C3. Cluster B3 shows an increase due to rain but the peak rain induced concentrations are
much less than those seen during its diurnal maximum. Suppression in number concentration is
observed just after a rainfall event when compared to the dry diurnal response. The response of
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B3 is therefore largely driven by diurnal variation in temperature and RH which are modulated
by rain fall.

To clarify the influence of rain rate on cluster C3 the peak rain rate at the onset of rain was
plotted against the peak C3 cluster concentration. From observation the peak in the C3 cluster
concentration occurs slightly after the peak in rain fall rate. In this case the observed delay is5

5 min (one time bin), although this is limited by the counting statistics of the WIBS instrument
and should be taken as an upper limit. A strong positive relationship between the peak concen-
tration and peak rain rate was observed (Fig. 15, middle panel), which can be expressed with
two linear fits in log-linear space (Eq. 5). Caution must be applied when extrapolating this pa-
rameterisation for rain rates below 0.1mmh−1 and in excess of 10mmh−1 due to the paucity10

of data here. At much higher rain rates losses from wet deposition scavenging may become
increasingly significant.

C3 =

{
3.0858 · log10(RRpeak)+ 27.369, RRpeak < 0.81 mmh−1

50.442 · log10(RRpeak)+ 31.6691, RRpeak≥ 0.81 mmh−1
(5)

The behaviour of cluster C3 during rain events is consistant with the results of studies by15

Constantinidou (1990) and Lindemann and Upper (1985) who observed that the concentration
of bacterial aerosol measured directly above crops increased by up to a factor of 25 during rain
events. As such, we suggest that cluster C3 is representative of aerosol which are either bacterial
aggregates or aerosol containing or associated with bacteria.

Cluster D3 (Fig. 15, right panel) also shows a weak positive correlation between number20

concentration and rain rate. The response of cluster B3 is less straight forward and is likely
a result of several different mechanisms; increasing rain fall rate up to approximately 1mmh−1

has the effect of increasing the cluster concentration. Further increase in rain fall rate suppresses
the number concentration, which we speculate is due to scavenging and wet deposition.
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6.3 Summary of fluorescent cluster behaviour

Clusters B3 and C3 display behaviour consistent with previous measurements of fungal spores
and bacteria, respectively. Cluster B3 has been shown to exhibit a strong diurnal response,
with maximum concentrations occurring at night when RH is enhanced (Fig. 4). This cluster
was found to respond strongly to increases in RH, with the cluster accounting for 60 % of5

the observed fluorescent material at high RH under wet conditions (Fig. 12). This behaviour
is consistent with that of emission of fungal spores as described earlier (Hirst, 1953; Pringle
et al., 2005; Elbert et al., 2007; Jones and Harrison, 2004), as such we suggest that cluster B3 is
representative of fungal spores. The concentration of cluster C3 is strongly increased by rainfall,
with enhancements of the order of 10–20 being observed with respect to the dry concentration10

(Fig. 14). This behaviour is consistent with that of bacterial aggregates or aerosol containing
or associated with bacteria (Constantinidou, 1990; Lindemann and Upper, 1985) so we suggest
that cluster C3 is representative of bacterial aerosol. The origin of cluster D3 is unknown at this
time, however, we believe it is likely to be PBA given its highly fluorescent nature, large size
and asphericity.15

7 Comparison with other studies at the MEFO site

Huffman et al. (2013); Prenni et al. (2013) and Tobo et al. (2013) each recently showed that the
number concentration of IN correlated linearly with the number concentration of fluorescent
particles during rain events at the site. Total IN concentrations were measured using a contin-
uous flow diffusion chamber (CFDC) ice nucleus counter. The CFDC was operated at −25 ◦C20

over an RH range of 103–106 % making it suitable for the detection of condensation/immersion
freezing nuclei (Sullivan et al., 2010). Ice nuclei concentrations were typically an order of mag-
nitude higher in wet periods than during dry periods, with IN concentrations of the order of
several tens per litre with a maximum observed concentration of approximately 180L−1 (Huff-
man et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013; Tobo et al., 2013). These authors suggested, therefore, that25

a significant fraction of these IN may have been biological in origin, which we now discuss.
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Several bacteria have been identified as acting as efficient IN at temperatures warmer than
−10 ◦C. However, even in species with known ice activity, often relatively few individuals
within a population (e.g. < 1%) activate to form ice crystals via condensation or immersion
freezing (Möhler et al., 2008b). During dry periods the concentration of C3 is approximately
10L−1. Möhler et al. (2008b) demonstrated Pseudomonas syringae to have a maximum ice ac-5

tive fraction of 0.005. Assuming all particles from Cluster C3 contained exactly one P. syringae
organism, this would suggest a maximum IN yield of 0.025L−1, which is approximately two
orders of magnitude less than the IN concentrations observed during dry periods. During rain
fall events the concentration of B3 spans several 10’s L−1 to up to 200L−1, yielding a maximum
IN concentration of 1L−1, which is again approximately two orders of magnitude less than the10

observed IN concentration. If cluster B3 is representative of bacterial aerosol at the site it is
unlikely that they contribute significantly to the observed IN unless they exhibit considerably
greater ice active fractions than the P. syringae measured previously.

Currently the ice activity of fungal spores is unclear. Pummer et al. (2013) recently reported
that common fungal spore species do not exhibit significantly ice activity and so they suggested15

that the contribution of fungal spores to observed IN concentration is negligible. In contrast,
other groups have reported fungal species with very efficient ice nucleating behaviour at high
temperatures (e.g. Morris et al., 2013; Haga et al., 2013; Huffman et al., 2013). Cluster B3

shows a strong diurnal response, which is seemingly linked to the enhancement of RH at night.
No diurnal trend in IN concentrations was reported at the site during dry periods (Huffman20

et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013) which suggests that this cluster, which we believe to be repre-
sentative of fungal spores, is not likely to be significantly ice active. The relationship between
IN and fluorescent particles observed at this site and reported previously does not necessarily
mean that the IN are biological or fluorescent in nature, though the high degree of correlation
is suggestive. However, the IN observed during rain and dry periods could alternatively have25

been non-biological in origin. The fluorescent properties of the detected IN were not measured
directly and thus remain yet unidentified in specific.
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8 Canopy bioaerosol particle fluxes

Bioaerosol fluxes were estimated using the methodology presented by Lindemann et al. (1982)
by using the WIBS-4 cluster concentration gradient and vertical wind speed measured with
several sonic anemometers mounted on the flux tower. In order to use this approach we must
make two assumptions; firstly the instantaneous concentration gradient is well represented at the5

two heights of interest. In order to remove any influence from diurnal variation and to minimise
the effect of instantaneous events due to rapid changes in the meteorological conditions we
calculate the gradient flux using the 3 min descending profiles; secondly we assume that the
technique is valid within a forest canopy. We have relaxed the usual constraints that would
negate this assumption by citing the relatively sparse canopy in this study with low LAI in order10

to compare the relative changes between particle types with height. The fluxes estimated here
therefore are subject to significant uncertainties and will be the subject of a further more detailed
analysis paper.

Figure 16 shows the diurnal cluster emissions flux from the top of the canopy independently
for wet and dry periods. It can generally be seen that most of the PBA-like clusters are deposited15

to the canopy and so are unlikely to be emitted in significant numbers into the boundary layer
above. The clear exception is cluster C4 which is generally emitted throughout the day, suggest-
ing that the tentatively suggested bacteria are emitted from the canopy into the boundary layer
with relatively high efficiency. The influence of rain on the emission flux of cluster C4 is not
straight forward to interpret. Other notable emissions arise during wet periods during the night20

from clusters B4,1 and D4, suggesting that the tentatively suggested fungal spores are more
strongly emitted on wet nights due to enhancements in RH. This general behaviour is consistent
with previous studies of fungal spore emission (e.g. Hirst, 1953; Toprak and Schnaiter, 2013)
and the response of cluster C3 at ground level.
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9 Summary and conclusions

Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis was applied to two contemporaneous sets of WIBS
measurements; one at ground level of the forest and the other mounted on a vertically profiling
platform. The analysis yielded consistent cluster types between the two instruments with clus-
ters characteristic of the tail of the accumulation mode and different primary biological aerosols.5

In each case similar trends and values were observed between each instrument.
Clusters representative of PBA all showed a common diurnal trend with minimum concentra-

tion occurring at midday and with number concentration enhanced during wet periods. Cluster
B showed the greatest enhancement under these conditions. The cluster of non-fluorescent par-
ticles also showed a diurnal trend similar to the other clusters, however, scavenging by rain10

suppressed these number concentrations when compared to dry conditions.
At the forest floor cluster C3 (behaviourally consistent with bacteria) dominated the PBA

number fraction (49 %) during dry periods. In wet periods the B3 cluster (behaviourally consis-
tent with fungal spores) was the major fraction (54 %). The PBA number concentration however
was less at the ground than was found in the canopy where the leaf area index is higher, suggest-15

ing the canopy is the main source of these PBA, at least at this location, which is in contrast to
tropical rain-forests, although such measurements are limited. There are significant differences
in the vertical distributions of the different clusters, however.

The PBA number concentration is greater during wet periods than dry periods with the ex-
ception of cluster C4 which was less numerous during wet periods at ground level, however,20

the concentration is enhanced within the canopy during wet periods, again suggesting that the
leaf area index is a significant metric for the source of these aerosols as the LAI is much lower
at the ground where the undergrowth at the site was minimal. This is consistent with the sug-
gestion that the cluster represents bacteria found on plant surfaces. The highest PBA cluster
concentrations are observed within the canopy during wet periods and at night where the RH is25

maximised resulting in peak B4 concentrations which likely due do active fungal spore ejection.
As observed in previous studies fluorescent particle number concentration is positively cor-

related with RH. The response can be parameterised for dry and wet periods at this location by
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linear regressions in log-log space. Of the resolved clusters only B3 responds significantly to
diurnal changes in RH, suggesting that this cluster is representative of fungal spores. During dry
periods at the maximum observed RH, these constitute approximately 20 % of the fluorescent
material. In wet periods this is increased to approximately 60 %. The other clusters display little
response to RH, resulting in them contributing a near constant and minor fraction to the total5

fluorescent material observed at the site as a function of RH. We acknowledge that the presented
parameterisations are likely to only be representative of emissions at the site studied. We rec-
ommend that further studies are performed at other sites to inform improved parameterisations.

Rain fall causes direct enhancement in all PBA concentrations with cluster C3 responding
the strongest. This behaviour is consistent with bacterial concentrations above crops during rain10

events (Constantinidou, 1990; Lindemann and Upper, 1985) so we suggest that cluster C3 is rep-
resentative of bacterial aerosol. The log of the peak rainfall rate was found to correlate linearly
with peak C3 number concentration, lending to a simple parameterisation of the response.

Huffman et al. (2013) showed that there was a strong correlation between fluorescent particle
number concentration and independently measured IN concentrations during rain events in this15

experiment. Analysis of the WIBS PBA clusters revealed that it was unlikely that bacteria, at
least within the detection capabilities of the UV LIF spectrometers deployed here, contributed
significantly to the observed IN concentration due to its low ice active fraction as demonstrated
by Möhler et al. (2008b). It is possible that sub-micron contributions to this particle type are
however being under-sampled by WIBS. The evidence for ice nucleating efficacy of fungal20

spores is conflicting (Pummer et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2013; Haga et al., 2013; Huffman et al.,
2013). No diurnal trend in IN concentration was reported and the concentrations of cluster B3

during rain events were less than the maximum observed IN concentrations, suggesting that they
were not significantly ice active based on the measured IN total concentrations at this location.

In conclusion, the majority of PBA in terms of number concentration at this forest location25

appear to be bacterial in nature during dry periods and associated with plant surfaces, with
fungal spores dominating in the wet. These would therefore represent the available majority of
bio-aerosols that can potentially be transported to higher levels in the atmosphere. This is also
consistent with recent aircraft observations of micro-biome populations, DeLeon-Rodriguez
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et al. (2013) which suggest plant surface derived bacteria dominate in this high atmosphere
region as a result of storm generated uplift.
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Table 1. WIBS-3 cluster solutions, A3−D3, WIBS-4 cluster solutions, A4−D4, showing typical average
UV FL1-3 channel intensities, average optical diameter, Do (µm), asymmetry factor, Af , and associated
standard deviations within each cluster.

WIBS-3 A3 B3 C3 D3

FL1 (280 nm) 25± 3.1 – 1725± 6.6 – 87± 1.6 1542± 0.5
FL2 (280 nm) 44± 1.4 – 230± 0.5 – 331± 0.4 1475± 0.2

FL2 370 (370 nm) 90± 1.6 – 136± 0.1 – 1224± 0.3 1885± 0.1
D0 (µm) 1.6± 1.6 – 2.9± 1.6 – 3.1± 1.7 4.4± 1.6
Af (a.u.) 15.9± 1.8 – 21.2± 1.5 – 17.5± 2.2 18.5± 1.5

# (relative) 9670 – 456 – 243 43

WIBS-4 A4,1 A4,2 B4,1 B4,2 C4 D4

FL1 (280 nm) 5.0± 3.8 30.0± 2.1 2087± 0.0 1124± 0.6 86± 1.5 2110± 0.0
FL2 (280 nm) 98± 1.4 702± 0.5 1486± 0.3 518± 0.5 1849± 0.2 2055± 0.0

FL2 370 (370 nm) 80± 1.3 620± 0.5 492± 0.6 119± 0.9 1893± 0.1 1822± 0.1
D0 (µm) 1.6± 1.6 2.1± 2.0 3.5± 1.4 2.4± 1.5 2.8± 1.8 4.9± 1.4
Af (a.u.) 8.6± 2.0 9.5± 2.3 20.6± 1.8 15.6± 1.9 12.3± 3.5 26.8± 1.8

# (relative) 7934 384 138 92 91 27

Assignment Non-biological Non-biological PBA PBA PBA PBA
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6 I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol

Fig. 1. Average diurnal cycles of (a) Relative Humidity, RH (%), (b) Temperature (◦C), and (c) Wind speed (m s−1) (d) net radiation (W
m−2), all recorded at 2 m next to the WIBS-3 during the experiment. Data is binned into 1 hour intervals. Time reported as Mountain
Standard Time (MST).

Fig. 2. Time series of total particle concentration (# L−1) recorded
by the WIBS-3 at 2 m during the experiment and concentrations of
particles detected in each of the UV-fluorescence channels, FL1-3.

many different biological and non-biological particles con-
tinues. Previous approaches have used normalised combi-
natorial ratios of FL1, FL2 and FL3 intensities (e.g. Gabey
et al. (2010); Gabey (2011), and references cited within)485

where very different UV responses for different generic PBA
classes were observed. However, to allow us to interpret the
multi-dimensional single-particle WIBS data sets in a more
rigorous statistical manner, and without any a priori particle
type assignment, we have used a hierarchical agglomerative490

cluster analysis technique to statistically segregate physically
distinct particle types constrained solely by the instrument
diagnostic variable space.

Details of this HA-CA analysis technique, the cluster se-
lection criteria used, how it can be applied to WIBS UV-LIF495

data sets, and a demonstration of its accuracy and limita-
tions in discriminating a priori particle types can be found
in Robinson et al. (2013). They also present an analysis of
the differences between the two WIBS instruments used here
also using data collected during the BEACHON experiment.500

They show clearly that a relatively larger number of physi-
cally different particle clusters could be identified within the
WIBS-4 dataset compared to that from the WIBS-3. The im-
proved discrimination power of the WIBS-4, they concluded,
was due to its revised chamber design and different optical505

filters used for the detection wavebands compared to WIBS-
3. In summary, for this BEACHON data set we were able
to identify six statistically robust particle classes with the
WIBS-4 compared to four with the WIBS-3 using the strict
selection criteria based on the cluster coefficient of determi-510

nation and the average root mean square distance between
clusters. The WIBS-3 data set tended to conflate some clus-
ters, although the final generic clusters were still internally
consistent and conserved between both instruments, as was
also clearly demonstrated by Robinson et al. (2013). The four515

statistically distinct major cluster solutions identified in the
WIBS-3 data set are summarised for a typical period in table
1 along with those contemporaneously sampled and iden-
tified by WIBS-4 (when WIBS-4 was located at the same
height as the WIBS-3). Values are shown with associated520

variability (standard deviation) of each metric. The low rel-

Fig. 1. Average diurnal cycles of (a) Relative Humidity, RH (%), (b) Temperature (◦C), and (c) Wind
speed (ms−1) (d) net radiation (Wm−2), all recorded at 2m next to the WIBS-3 during the experiment.
Data is binned into 1 h intervals. Time reported as Mountain Standard Time (MST).
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Fig. 2. Time series of total particle concentration (#L−1) recorded by the WIBS-3 at 2m during the
experiment and concentrations of particles detected in each of the UV-fluorescence channels, FL1-3.
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Fig. 3. The average diurnal variation of cluster A3 (non-fluorescent particles) during dry (top) and wet
(bottom) periods. Whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles; the boxes, inter quartile ranges. The
central line represents the median, and the mean is shown by the cross symbol.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3 but showing cluster B3 during dry periods (top), and wet periods (bottom).
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 3 but showing cluster C3 during dry periods (top), and wet periods (bottom).
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Fig. 6. As Fig. 3 but showing cluster D3 during dry periods (top), and wet periods (bottom).
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I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol 9

ing periods with peak concentrations exceeding N ∼ 30L−1.
During wet periods this diurnal behaviour exhibits signifi-
cantly increased concentrations and larger variability during
the late afternoon and evening periods (peaks ranging from650

N ∼ 40− 60L−1 typically) when most rain events occurred.

Fig. 5. As Fig. 3 but showing cluster C3 during dry periods (top),
and wet periods (bottom).

The diurnal cycle of cluster D3 is shown in Fig. 6. These
particles were the largest in physical size, with mean clus-
ter diameter of Do = 4.4 ± 1.6 µm. Both the dry and wet
periods showed a strong diurnal variation displaying a typ-655

ical nocturnal maxima and a minimum during the day with
concentrations ranging from N < 1 to 10 L−1, however the
concentration of particles in D3 were higher during wet peri-
ods.

The relative contribution of fluorescent particles660

(B3+C3+D3) to the total (fluorescent + non-fluorescent)
aerosol population was 5.8% during the dry periods and
15.2% (∼3x larger) during wet periods, consistent with
previous observations from the study of dramatic increases
in bioparticle concentrations during rain (Huffman et al.,665

2013; Prenni et al., 2013). A breakdown of the individual
percentage cluster contributions to the total fluorescent
particle population for both the dry and wet periods was
investigated (Fig. 7). The relative contribution of B3 and
C3 showed contrasting trends between dry and wet periods,670

with B3 accounting for 37% in dry and 54% in wet periods,
respectively, and C3 accounting for 49% in dry and 35% in
wet periods, respectively. The relative proportion of D3 to
total fluorescent particles was relatively unchanged (14%
to 11%), despite a significant increase in total fluorescent675

particle concentration during rain.

Fig. 6. As Fig. 3 but showing cluster D3 during dry periods (top),
and wet periods (bottom).

Fig. 7. WIBS-3 fluorescent cluster fractions B3, C3 and D3 ob-
served during dry (left) and wet (right) periods.

5.3 General Behaviour of Fluorescent PBA with Height
in the Forest Canopy

The average concentration of each fluorescent cluster is de-
pendent on many factors. Fig. 8 shows the response of each680

cluster, segregated by height, by wetness, and by time of day.
Day and night period definitions used here were determined
using the observed diurnal net radiation profiles. In all cases
it was observed that the number concentration of particles
in fluorescent clusters was greatest at night (darker colours685

of green and brown), with further enhancement during wet
periods (hatched). In addition, the in-canopy (green) con-
centrations were larger than those observed at ground level
(brown), an important point. This suggests that the largest
source of these emitted bioaerosol is tree foliage and trunk690

surfaces rather than from sources at the ground. This con-

Fig. 7. WIBS-3 fluorescent cluster fractions B3, C3 and D3 observed during dry (left) and wet (right)
periods.
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I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol 11

Fig. 8. Bar chart of WIBS4 average cluster and non fluorescent particle concentration. Data has been averaged for all permutations of day
(light) and night (dark); wet (diagonal lines) and dry (solid); ground (browns) and canopy (greens). Ground: z < 5 m, Canopy: 18 < z <
21m. Day: 05:00-19:00, Night: 1900 - 05:00.

Fig. 9. Diurnal concentration profile of cluster B4,1 (top row) C4 (bottom row) for dry (left column) and wet (right column) periods.

where the effect of a minimum threshold RH can clearly be
seen; there is a sharp increase in number concentration at795

20:00 when RH sharply increases above ∼60%. B3 parti-
cle number concentration decreases again dramatically when
RH decreases below approximately 40% (08:30). Relative
humidity has been demonstrated to be related the emission
of fungal spores by several studies with Hirst (1953) first800

noting the direct relationship between Basidiomycota fun-
gal spore release and RH. Later, Pringle et al. (2005); Elbert
et al. (2007) demonstrated that Basidiomycota actively eject
spores and that the mechanism was controlled directly by re-
sponse to ambient relative humidity. Gabey et al. (2010) also805

suggested rapid release of fungal spores when RH thresholds
were reached in a tropical forest in Malaysia. Similarly, mul-
tiple recent publications have suggested that diurnal patterns
of fluorescent particle concentrations were regulated active
emission of fungal spores due to the night time enhancement810

of RH (e.g. Huffman et al. (2013); Pöschl et al. (2010); Schu-
macher et al. (2013); Toprak and Schnaiter (2013)). Basid-
iomycota spores have also been identified at the MEFO site
during measurements collected in parallel with the study re-
ported here (Huffman et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013). As815

such we suggest that cluster B3 is likely representative of
fungal spores.

Fig. 8. Bar chart of WIBS4 average cluster and non fluorescent particle concentration. Data has been
averaged for all permutations of day (light) and night (dark); wet (diagonal lines) and dry (solid); ground
(browns) and canopy (greens). Ground: z < 5m, Canopy: 18< z < 21m. Day: 05:00–19:00, Night:
19:00–05:00.
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I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol 11

Fig. 8. Bar chart of WIBS4 average cluster and non fluorescent particle concentration. Data has been averaged for all permutations of day
(light) and night (dark); wet (diagonal lines) and dry (solid); ground (browns) and canopy (greens). Ground: z < 5 m, Canopy: 18 < z <
21m. Day: 05:00-19:00, Night: 1900 - 05:00.

Fig. 9. Diurnal concentration profile of cluster B4,1 (top row) C4 (bottom row) for dry (left column) and wet (right column) periods.

where the effect of a minimum threshold RH can clearly be
seen; there is a sharp increase in number concentration at795

20:00 when RH sharply increases above ∼60%. B3 parti-
cle number concentration decreases again dramatically when
RH decreases below approximately 40% (08:30). Relative
humidity has been demonstrated to be related the emission
of fungal spores by several studies with Hirst (1953) first800

noting the direct relationship between Basidiomycota fun-
gal spore release and RH. Later, Pringle et al. (2005); Elbert
et al. (2007) demonstrated that Basidiomycota actively eject
spores and that the mechanism was controlled directly by re-
sponse to ambient relative humidity. Gabey et al. (2010) also805

suggested rapid release of fungal spores when RH thresholds
were reached in a tropical forest in Malaysia. Similarly, mul-
tiple recent publications have suggested that diurnal patterns
of fluorescent particle concentrations were regulated active
emission of fungal spores due to the night time enhancement810

of RH (e.g. Huffman et al. (2013); Pöschl et al. (2010); Schu-
macher et al. (2013); Toprak and Schnaiter (2013)). Basid-
iomycota spores have also been identified at the MEFO site
during measurements collected in parallel with the study re-
ported here (Huffman et al., 2013; Prenni et al., 2013). As815

such we suggest that cluster B3 is likely representative of
fungal spores.

Fig. 9. Diurnal concentration profile of cluster B4,1 (top row) C4 (bottom row) for dry (left column) and
wet (right column) periods.
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Fig. 10. RH Response of total fluorescent particle number concentration, Fltot, for dry (left) and wet
(right) periods with linear fits in log-log space added (see Eq. 1 and 2.) Norm of residuals: Fltot(dry) =
0.36;Fltot(wet, RH < 70%) = 0.17;Fltot(wet, RH ≥ 70%) = 0.20.
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Fig. 11. Ratio of fluorescent cluster number concentration to total fluorescent particle concentration
(Fltot) as a function of relative humidity (RH %) in dry conditions. Left to right; Cluster B3; Clus-
ter C3; Cluster D3; Whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles; Boxes show inter-quartile range
with the central marker being the median and the mean is shown with a cross marker. A linear fit
in log-log space has been added to B3 (see Eq. 3). Norm of residuals: B3/F ltot(dry, RH < 90%) =
0.37;B3/F ltot(dry, RH ≥ 90%) = 0.02.
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Fig. 12. As for Fig. 11 but for wet conditions. A linear fit in log-log space has been added to B3 (see
Eq. 4). Norm of residuals: B3/F ltot(wet, RH < 88.8%) = 0.34;B3/F ltot(wet, RH ≥ 88.8%) = 0.14.
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I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol 13

Fig. 12. As for Fig. 11 but for wet conditions. 5th order polynomial fit added to cluster B3.

Fig. 13. RH (right) and associated B3 concentration (left) for a dry
24 hour period starting 12:00 27 July 2013.

ies showed various other PBA types to be dispersed by rain
fall (Faulwetter, 1917; Stepanov, 1935; Glynne, 1953; Hirst,825

1953). Gregory et al. (1959) suggested that primary splash of
a rain drop of 0.5>Dp >5mm could disperse thousands of
spore carrying droplets and secondary splashes may also con-
tribute further. Hirst (1953) suggested that increased mois-
ture associated with rain fall may also provide stimulation830

for active discharge mechanism in some fungal species. Fig.
14 shows the response of the particle size distributions and
concentration to rain fall of the three fluorescent WIBS-3
clusters for several different rain events of different inten-
sities. Cluster C3 shows a strong instantaneous response to835

rain fall over three separate rain events with peak concentra-
tions occurring just after peak rainfall which then undergo an
exponential decay. Cluster D3 also shows a positive response
to rainfall but to a much lesser extent than C3. Cluster B3

shows an increase due to rain but the peak rain induced con-840

centrations are much less than those seen during its diurnal
maximum. Suppression in number concentration is observed
just after a rainfall event when compared to the dry diurnal
response. The response of B3 is therefore largely driven by
diurnal variation in temperature and RH which are modulated845

by rain fall.
To clarify the influence of rain rate on cluster C3 the peak

rain rate at the onset of rain was plotted against the peak C3

cluster concentration. From observation the peak in the C3

cluster concentration occurs slightly after the peak in rain850

fall rate. In this case the observed delay is 5 minutes (one
time bin), although this is limited by the counting statistics
of the WIBS instrument and should be taken as an upper
limit. A strong positive relationship between the peak con-
centration and peak rain rate was observed (Fig. 15, middle855

panel), which can be expressed as an exponential (Equation
5). Caution must be applied when extrapolating this param-
eterisation for rain rates in excess of 10 mm hr−1 due to the
paucity of data here. At much higher rain rates losses from
wet deposition scavenging may become increasingly signifi-860

cant.

C3 = 114.76 - 90.675(−0.09667×R
peak) (5)

The behaviour of cluster C3 during rain events is consis-865

tant with the results of studies by Constantinidou (1990) and
Lindemann and Upper (1985) who observed that the concen-
tration of bacterial aerosol measured directly above crops in-
creased by up to a factor of 25 during rain events. As such,

Fig. 13. RH (right) and associated B3 concentration (left) for a dry 24 h period starting
12:00 27 July 2013.
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14 I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol

Fig. 14. Response of cluster size distribution and number concentraion (L−1) to rain fall and relative humidity. a) Time series of D3 size
distribution (diameter in ) (left) and cluster number concentration (right); b) same as a) but for C3; c) same as a) but for B3; d) rain rate (mm
hr−1) (left) and RH (%) (right). Rainfall data provided by A. Turnipseed at NCAR.

Fig. 15. Scatter of fluorescent cluster concentration versus rain rate.
Black line is mean value. Dashed line is an exponential fit as de-
scribed in Equation 5. The instantaneous response to rain is shown
for clusters B3 and D3 (left and right panels). A small time offset of
5 minutes (one time bin) is introduced for cluster C3 (middle panel,
see text), additionally for clarity only peak concentrations are shown
for this cluster.

we suggest that cluster C3 is representative of aerosol which870

are either bacterial aggregates or aerosol containing or asso-
ciated with bacteria.

Cluster D3 (Fig. 15, right panel) also shows a weak posi-
tive correlation between number concentration and rain rate.
The response of cluster B3 is less straight forward and is875

likely a result of several different mechanisms; increasing
rain fall rate up to approximately 1 mm hr−1 has the effect
of increasing the cluster concentration. Further increase in
rain fall rate suppresses the number concentration, which we
speculate is due to scavenging and wet deposition.880

6.3 Summary of fluorescent cluster behaviour

Clusters B3 and C3 display behaviour consistent with pre-
vious measurements of fungal spores and bacteria, respec-
tively. Cluster B3 has been shown to exhibit a strong diurnal
response, with maximum concentrations occurring at night885

when RH is enhanced (Fig. 4). This cluster was found to re-
spond strongly to increases in RH, with the cluster account-
ing for 60% of the observed fluorescent material at high RH
under wet conditions (Fig. 12). This behaviour is consistent
with that of emission of fungal spores as described earlier890

(Hirst, 1953; Pringle et al., 2005; Elbert et al., 2007; Jones
and Harrison, 2004), as such we suggest that cluster B3 is
representative of fungal spores. The concentration of cluster
C3 is strongly increased by rainfall, with enhancements of the
order of 10-20 being observed with respect to the dry con-895

centration (Fig. 14). This behaviour is consistent with that

Fig. 14. Response of cluster size distribution and number concentration (#L−1) to rain fall and relative
humidity. (a) Time series of D3 size distribution (diameter in µm) (left) and cluster number concentration
(right); (b) same as (a) but for C3; (c) same as (a) but for B3; (d) rain rate (mm h−1) (left) and RH (%)
(right). Rainfall data provided by A. Turnipseed at NCAR.
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Fig. 15. Scatter of fluorescent cluster concentration vs. rain rate. Black line is mean value. Dashed line is
linear fit in log-linear space (see text) as described in Eq. (5). The instantaneous response to rain is shown
for clusters B3 and D3 (left and right panels). A small time offset of 5 min (one time bin) is introduced
for cluster C3 (middle panel, see text), additionally for clarity only peak concentrations are shown for
this cluster. Norm of residuals: C3(RR < 0.81 mmh−1) = 54;C3(RR ≥ 0.81 mmh−1) = 82.
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16 I. Crawford: Characterisation of Bioaerosol

Fig. 16. Diurnal PBA Emissions flux ( m−2 s−1) from the canopy during dry (solid) and wet (chequered) periods for: a) B4,1; b) B4,2 c) C4;
d) D4.

9 Summary and conclusions

Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis was applied to1000

two contemporaneous sets of WIBS measurements; one at
ground level of the forest and the other mounted on a verti-
cally profiling platform. The analysis yielded consistent clus-
ter types between the two instruments with clusters charac-
teristic of the tail of the accumulation mode and different pri-1005

mary biological aerosols. In each case similar trends and val-
ues were observed between each instrument.

Clusters representative of PBA all showed a common diur-
nal trend with minimum concentration occurring at midday
and with number concentration enhanced during wet periods.1010

Cluster B showed the greatest enhancement under these con-
ditions. The cluster of non-fluorescent particles also showed
a diurnal trend similar to the other clusters, however, scav-
enging by rain suppressed these number concentrations when
compared to dry conditions.1015

At the forest floor cluster C3 (behaviourally consistent
with bacteria) dominated the PBA number fraction (49%)
during dry periods. In wet periods the B3 cluster (be-
haviourally consistent with fungal spores) was the major
fraction (54%). The PBA number concentration however was1020

less at the ground than was found in the canopy where the
leaf area index is higher, suggesting the canopy is the main
source of these PBA, at least at this location, which is in con-

trast to tropical rain-forests, although such measurements are
limited. There are significant differences in the vertical dis-1025

tributions of the different clusters, however.
The PBA number concentration is greater during wet peri-

ods than dry periods with the exception of cluster C4 which
was less numerous during wet periods at ground level, how-
ever, the concentration is enhanced within the canopy dur-1030

ing wet periods, again suggesting that the leaf area index is
a significant metric for the source of these aerosols as the
LAI is much lower at the ground where the undergrowth at
the site was minimal. This is consistent with the suggestion
that the cluster represents bacteria found on plant surfaces.1035

The highest PBA cluster concentrations are observed within
the canopy during wet periods and at night where the RH is
maximised resulting in peak B4 concentrations which likely
due do active fungal spore ejection.

As observed in previous studies fluorescent particle num-1040

ber concentration is positively correlated with RH. The re-
sponse can be parameterised for dry and wet periods at this
location by a 3rd order and 5th order polynomial respectively.
Of the resolved clusters only B3 responds significantly to di-
urnal changes in RH, suggesting that this cluster is represen-1045

tative of fungal spores. During dry periods at the maximum
observed RH, these constitute approximately 20% of the flu-
orescent material. In wet periods this is increased to approxi-
mately 60%. The other clusters display little response to RH,

Fig. 16. Diurnal PBA Emissions flux (#m−2 s−1) from the canopy during dry (solid) and wet (che-
quered) periods for: (a) B4,1; (b) B4,2 (c) C4; (d) D4.
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